Item #13 Modify the prerequisites for BUS-101. This item proposes to change the prerequisites on this course (BUS-101) by adding ENG-099 as the prerequisite. Currently there are no prerequisites on BUS-101. The Committee discussed the possibility of MGT-103 should also carry the same prerequisite. Dan Ryan, BSSB representative will bring this to the attention of the faculty in the Business Department. Decision tabled to next meeting.

Item #14 Modify the prerequisites for ECO-201. This item proposes to add prerequisites on this course (ECO-102) by adding ENG-099 and MAT-098. The Committee supports the change to ECO-201.

Item #15 Modify the prerequisites for ECO-202. This item proposes to add prerequisites on this course (ECO-202) by adding ENG-099 and MAT-098. The Committee supports the change to ECO-202.

Item #16 Modify the prerequisites for ACC-101 and change credits. This item proposes to add prerequisites on this course (ACC-101) by adding MAT-098 and change the credits from 4 to 3. The credit change makes this course more standard within the other Community Colleges. The Committee supports the change to ACC-101.

Item #17 Change the credits for ACC-102. This item proposes to change the credits from 4 to 3 on this course (ACC-101). The credit change makes this course more standard within the other Community Colleges. The Committee supports the change to ACC-102.

Item #18 New course proposal ACC-109. This proposal from the Business Department seeks to create a new Accounting Course, Computerized Accounting. Mike Martin recalled that HCC had another Computer Augmented Accounting. The last time offered was summer 2005 and was made inactive February 2006. The Committee endorses the new Accounting course. Dan Ryan will check with the faculty about adding this new course to any of the current Programs of Study.

Item #19 has been tabled to the next meeting.

Item #20 Modify the prerequisites for MAT-109 and MAT-119. This item proposes to change the prerequisites on this course (MAT-109) from MAT-101, MAT-103, MAT-118, MAT-131 or MAT-161 to be MAT-100. The Committee supports the change to MAT-109 and MAT-119.

Item #21 Add MAT-109 and MAT-119 the Statistics courses to the approved Mathematics General Education course listing. Once the paperwork is completed and sent to Dr. Oleks, this
item will be presented to the Curriculum Committee. **Item has been tabled to the next meeting.**

Item #22 New course proposal RAD-213. **Item has been tabled to the next meeting.**

Additional items for the next meeting include the proposal to add History of Rock and Roll to the General Education Listing; and the changes to the Truck Driving Program.

Additional discussion was held on the timing of making the prerequisite changes to courses. This impacts Summer sections when the changes are made to the Course record for Fall section creation.

When any item listed above was supported, there was a motion, a second and a vote following. All items supported received unanimous votes unless noted otherwise.